Abstract: This paper describes a solution for improving the dynamic range of vector network analyzer. In this solution, Narrowband Dither technology is used to the receiver of vector network analyzer, raising the spurious free dynamic range of the analog / digital converter (ADC) of the receiver effectively. This paper not only gives the reason for adopting this solution theoretically, but also describes the function and implementation of each module. And finally, proves the feasibility of this solution by the test result in vector network analyzer.
Introduction
Vector network analyzer is the essential measurement equipment of research and production process of phased array radar, communications, microwave radio frequency components, etc. it can measure a lot of characteristics of microwave networks, such as the amplitude-frequency characteristics, phase-frequency characteristics, group delay characteristics, S-parameters and other characteristics. For vector network analyzer receiver, analog / digital converter (ADC) plays an important role in the conversion process of analog signal into digital signal [1] . The quantized codewords of ADC deviate from the actual value of the analog signal due to the quantization deviation, corresponding the signal spectrum contains not only the frequency components of the original analog signal, but also a number of harmonics and glitches, that is spectrum spurious component. In entire spectrum, amplitude of spectrum spurious is usually much higher than noise floor, so it significantly affects the spurious free dynamic range (SFDR) [2] , an important parameter of ADC. A way to increase the spurious free dynamic range of ADC is by statistical probability, that is Dither ADC technology. Dither ADC technology is that if we add a random jitter noise which is irrelevant with the input signal to the ADC, it greatly reduces the contribution of the quantization deviation to harmonics, and improves the ADC's SFDR index.
Solution of Data Acquisition System Based on Dither Technology
In this paper, a vector network analyzer data acquisition system based on the principle of Dither is shown in Fig. 1 . PN sequences (pseudo random sequences) from FPGA is transformed a narrowband Dither signal by Dither circuit; After the original analog signal (7.6MHz intermediate frequency signal) and narrow-band Dither signal are superimposed and amplified in differential driver amplifier (The another function of differential driver amplifier is to isolate the digital and analog circuits), the differential output signal goes into ADC and been sampled and quantized; FPGA receives the quantized codeword output from ADC for digital signal processing and removes the narrowband Dither signal with a digital filter; DSP further processes the digital signal and communication with PC after the treatment. 
Implementation Structure of Narrowband Dither

Linear Feedback Shift Register Method to Generate the PN Sequence
There mainly are three distribution for Dither noise power spectral density: Gaussian distribution, triangular distribution and uniform distribution. Most of the random noise in nature is Gaussian distribution, and uniform distribution of PN sequence is the easiest to be produced in digital circuit. The methods of generating uniform distribution PN sequence mainly are taking congruence, linear feedback shift register, lag-fabonacci, etc. This paper produces 12 bits PN sequences by linear feedback shift register method which is easily implemented in FPGA. Fig. 2 shows linear feedback shift register structure. In the condition of non-zero initial sequence, the sequence cycle generated by linear feedback shift register method is 2 1(n is the number of PN sequence bits), the sequence values has an emergence cycle which ranging from 1 to 2 1 [4] . Logical expression of linear feedback shift register can be written as formula (1): (1) and sort out it ,we can get formula(2):
use x representatives the binary value D in register, formula(2) can be written to formula (3):
formula (3) is the characteristic polynomial to generate PN random sequences. Fig. 3 shows the timing diagram and waveform of the PN sequence , which is designed by this paper and detected by online logic analyzer ChipScope. Figure 3 . Timing diagram and waveform of the PN sequence designed by this paper.
Narrowband Dither Hardware Generation Circuit
There are two kinds of Dither noise according to their spectrum, they are broadband Dither and narrowband Dither. In general, broadband Dither get better performance than narrowband Dither, but broadband Dither requires complex structures. The noise bandwidth of narrowband Dither is quite narrow, and its bandwidth range is far away from the bandwidth range of input analog signal which added to ADC, therefore, the narrowband Dither signal added to ADC can be filtered out by the digital filter designed in FPGA. In this paper, the narrowband Dither is adoped to improve the SFDR of ADC.
The circuit block diagram which generates narrowband Dither signal is shown in Fig. 4 . In FPGA, a 12 bits PN sequence and a synchronizing clock signal are generated aiming to provide input signal and synchronous clock to DAC. DAC converts digital form PN sequence into analog form pseudo random noise. After the pseudo random noise amplified by an amplifier, it become a narrowband Dither signal filtered by a band pass filter. 5 is the filter characteristic curve of the band pass filter designed by this paper, we can see that the center frequency of the band pass filter is 29MHz, therefore the bandwidth range of the narrowband Dither signal is far away from the 7.6MHz center frequency of the analog input signal. Dither signal will be filtered out by the FIR low pass filter designed by Verilog HDL in FPGA. Figure 5 . Filter characteristic curve of the band pass filter designed by this paper.
Test Result
In this paper, 7.6MHz IF signal is used as the original analog input signal, ADC sampling rate is 60MHz, DSP controls Dither signal on or off. Digital signal obtained by online logic analyzer ChipScope from FPGA are imported into MATLAB and be done FFT operation to get the signal spectrum, Fig. 6 shows two kind of signal spectrum, one is before narrowband Dither signal is added to and the other is after the narrowband Dither signal is added. Figure 6 . Signal spectrum comparison of before adding and after adding narrowband Dither signal.
As can be seen, before adding the narrowband Dither signal, besides the primary signal spectrum, there are a number of harmonics and spurious components burrs, these spurious seriously affect the ADC's spurious free dynamic range; But after adding the narrowband Dither signal, most of the spectrum Spurs have been eliminated, meanwhile it can be seen that the noise floor of the spectrum is integrally raised a little. It is because that the adding of Dither signal breaks the correlation between ADC quantization deviation and the original signal, so spurious components uniform distribute over entire spectrum range, so the overall noise floor has been raised.
Summary
This paper gives a narrowband Dither solution to improve effectively the dynamic range of vector network analyzer receiver, it shows that the introduction of Dither noise to ADC is an effective method for spurious inhibition, although this method raises the noise floor of the original signal, it can improve the overall quality performance of the signal spectrum, improve the ADC's spurious free dynamic range significantly. Research direction of the future is going to design an adaptive algorithm to automatically adjust the Dither types according to the different spectrum characteristic of input signal, until now there is still little theory and practice cases in this area , therefore this is a research direction owning great value.
